WORKING WITH PARENTS - LEVEL 4
June 2020

Number of Candidates on the Course (8 completing the evaluation form)

9

Description
How would you rate the training overall?
I found the trainer to be approachable
I found the trainer to be knowledgeable
The resources/handouts supplied were relevant
The assessment methods and what to do if I am not happy were explained
The information I received before the course was useful
How far do you feel the tutor met individual training needs as part of the course?
At the start of the session, the course was clearly explained to me
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Comments Received
I enjoyed the content of the course
Jill has a great nature that is reflected in her teaching
I found the trainer to be knowledgeable and if there was anything then she would send futher information
It was hard to do remote courses all day, this isn't a reflection on Jill as she did keep them short tasks
and different activities to keep us engaged, however, I do also feel like this is something positive that we
can all take from this
I found the trainer to be very approachable by email and telephone
The resources/handouts were easy to follow and were made available before each session
My kitchen/living room was a great venue, due to completing it all via Zoom!
I enjoyed the content of the course
Jill was very approachable making the course enjoyable
Jill incorporated some good examples to make the content and information easy to relate to
The Powerpoints and portal were very relevant
Due to Covid-19 and doing the course remotely, it worked very well and was a success
Jill gave clear explanations
The information received before the course was very detailed and informative
I believe all te needs were met
Sessions were clearly explained
I would have preferred a classrooom environment but due to Covid-19 this wasn't possible. However,
doing the course via Zoom sessions worked well and Jill made it easy to work together and deliver the
courses appropriately
Jill did an excellent job of delivering the course through Zoom. I truly believe there aren't many tutors
that could have pulled it off!
Excellent, this was my first time training delivering over video link and had no face to face. The
instructions on how to use Zoom and emailed materials as well.
The portal was all great in supporting the training
Quick feedback on emails and tutorial was informative and understanding and encouraging
Jill's persona made everyone feel at ease within a few hours. I knew that if I needed anything explaining
Jill was only a phone call / email away.
Jill explained everything thoroughly that wa in the course and also additional information she thought
that we would find useful in our roles.
Information was easily accessed online for me to refer to
Fantastic - really enjoyed it, Jill is a great trainer
Jill is approachable (no issued) and knowledgeable. She delivered the course so it was enjoyable
The resources/handouts were relevant with lots of research as well
Jill gave feedback regularly in respect of the assessment methods
The information received before the course was useful as I knew what to expect
We all had individual tutorials and the learning objectives were received
Jill has amazing at delivering the course. Especially in the difficult circumstances on being in lockdown

Comments received post course via At the beginning of the course I didn't think that I would have completed it but down to your support I
email
did so thank you very much ….. I'm really chuffed!
Just want to say a massive thank you, you certainly made lockdown easier for me with things to keep me
occupied and looked forward to our Zoom session! Not sure a different tutor could have done the same!
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